Abstract Classification is one of the widely used analytical techniques in data science domain across different business to associate a pattern which contribute to the occurrence of certain event which is predicted with some likelihood. This Paper address a lacuna of creating some time window before the prediction actually happen to enable organizations some space to act on the prediction. There are some really good state of the art machine learning techniques to optimally identify the possible churners in either customer base or employee base, similarly for fault prediction too if the prediction does not come with some buffer time to act on the fault it is very difficult to provide a seamless experience to the user. New concept of reference frame creation is introduced to solve this problem in this paper
In current market situation proactive engagement is highly important to either retain customers who are likely to churn. Similarly prediction of fault by device is highly important however for both the modelling if organization does not get some window where it can act to either engage with customer to stop churn or engage to rectify the fault then the prediction is not of much use as th damage is already done and there is not lead time to action on anything to manage the customer loss or the reliability loss of user experience.
In response to this problem we propose a methodology to detect the event occurrence with some agreed lead time.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK
Current research focus is mainly to achieve a better classification model to accurately detect the even be it churn or fault occurrence.
Clifton Phua et al [2] has used several machine learning model LADTree, Decision Stump, RepTree, J48, NaiveBayes, TreeLMT, RandomForest, Bagging+BF Tree, Bagging+LADTree, SimpleCart, classification Via Regression to find out potential churners and predict possible winback as well in near future.
V. Umayaparvathi et al [3] emphasize on the data and variable engineering and usage of multiple techniques to detect churn/customer complaint/network fault propensity etc.
Jingjiao Zhang et al [1] has worked on this direction to create early detection system to study the effectiveness to find the churners as early as possible with the accuracy being high enough, which is defined as Early Churn Prediction. The predictive performance of the proposed model, which takes time series attributes and influence of churning contacts in social network into consideration, is investigated. We evaluate the method using a 12-month-long dataset collected by one of the largest operators in China.
This work is based on time series impact analysis on churn however taking time series as a prediction tends to create auto correlation impact to the classification.
Amoo A O et al [4] has used Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System -based prediction model for customer churn in telecommunication industry was emulated. Exhaustive search algorithm was employed for feature selection of the most significant variables influencing churn tendency. This was with a view to identifying the key performance indicators for churn tendency. Fuzzy rules were set up to represent the antecedents with their corresponding consequents.
Imran Khan et al [5] has used Genetic Programming (GP) to evolve a suitable classifier by using the customer based features. Genetic Programming (GP) is population based heuristic used to solve complex multimodal optimization problems. [7] has explained about different supervised and unsupervised technique of machine learning which helped to detect churn for logistic industry perspective.
Shin-Yuan Hung et al [11] has worked on decision tree architecture to predict the propensity to churn.
After going through different research paper published and material available on the internet one unexplored area of research appears. This is majorly on how algorithm can ensure that classification models can predict the propensity of churn or fault or similar classification with some lead time for the organization to act. Method depicted in this paper aims to unveil the strategy to a solution.
III. SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE
Statistical model building for any given type of problem includes 'data', 'learning parameter'. However here in this paper we are introducing concept of "reference frame", which also an inherent feature which the algorithm learns. This concept is described in Physics by Thomas DeMichele et al [18] as "Frame of reference: A point of view, context, or set of coordinates with which we can orient ourselves. This can be a person's physical viewpoint or can be space-time coordinates we calibrate an instrument to. It is a defined vantage-point that we can observe/measure from".
The regular data we see in the either in regular classification modelling is mostly cross sectional data. Where we are modelling to classify an observation with a propensity measure. During the machine learning modelling exercise, the algorithm learns to identify due to what range of values in the independent variable set the outcome events observed. Thus defining a boundary of the values in the set of the independent variables, which if occurred can be associated to a class. Like if the algorithm sees in Fraud Modelling exercise, nonpayment of monthly loan amount it would comfortably classify the observation as fraud. In case of fault classification model if the network device is having a certain threshold value to packet drops then the device is classified as faulty. In the example of churn analysis if the customer purchase has dropped in last few months drastically. The algorithm might assign high propensity for the mentioned observation for churn. Looking at all the above example, it is evident that for any classification algorithm can classify well the outcome event but the difficult ask is, when the event is going to happen! In machine learning modelling there are some good ways to estimate the time to an event using hazard function modelling/ survival modelling to estimate the time to an event et el [19] . However, survival model suffers when the decision boundary becomes complex and results of the model starts deteriorating. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to predict and event with some amount of lead time for business to take action. This approach is inspired by reference frame et el [18] . This is commonly used in physics where a point of view/ coordinates /contexts, which is oriented to understand the variation or movement, subject to the frame of reference. It can be explained with few examples: like a scenario of customer churn from a telecom industry. If someone has to just classify which customer may churn it's a straight forward classical modelling with any selected machine learning algorithm. However, the question is who are the customer like to churn by next month? This becomes not a straight forward classical modelling.
Another example let's assume a case of fault prediction model of network devices. Multiple variables can explain the impact on the DSLAM(Digital subscriber line access multiplexer) devices connects the network to the subscriber's premises. However if the modelling is done taking the data as it comes where at a time period algorithm is trained on the load, no of packet drop, signal to noise ratio (SNR) etc, algorithm would learn the behavior of time "T" as shown in the figure 1. Modelling on this data would generate coefficients or weights, which can classify the event, but lead-time is not guaranteed.
Our approach is to use the concepts of reference frame from physics and use it in the data preparation for the modelling so that in this process we can achieve some lead-time before the event occurs. To achieve this we propose to use time "T-1" (some time ahead which is logical)as the reference frame for the modelling and accumulate the experience of the device/ built-up in each variable to predict the fault which can happen at time "T". Critical part is to decide on the lead-time for the event. This is strictly based on the pattern of event for example in the case of fault prediction 1-3 hours of lead-time window has worked well for case studies we have worked on. However, for churn prediction of retail customer the lead-time can be 15-days to 30-days. This is due to the fact that network fault has low/no relation with the values of the variable one month back compared to something which is more recent. Basic idea of this approach is to treat the network devices as panel members and understanding it's behavior over time which cross-comparing with other devices would explain event occurrence.
Idea is to change the reference frame of the data from which the algorithm would learn. Let's assume we have x1,x2,x3….Xi variables explaining the occurrence of fault. Also let's assume the fault in one of the network device has happened at time "T" then if we have to create a lead time of "t" then we trace back in the data frame and find out what was the value of the variables during time "T-t" and assign the dependent variable level as "Fault" at that instance itself. With the above data Simple aggregation with the reference frame, when the customer has churned at time "T" accumulated experience of the customer would look like the This was an example of shifting the reference frame to one month prior to create the lead-time, however it would be problem specific and data scientist needs to take decision on the right amount of lead-time, which can be factored in, to the same. Ideally, more lead-time would deteriorate the accuracy of the model and hence there needs to be a tradeoff between amount of lead-time and the accuracy of the model.
Algorithm for Dynamic Reference Frame

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have integrated a concept from Physics to apply on regular statistical modelling. Dynamic reference frame can integrate best of both cross sectional and time series data variation.
Telecom vertical can use this to find exact cause of equipment failure for each of the equipment separately and provide support intelligence to engineers and reduce cycle time of repair.
Retail sector can use this strategy to proactively identify customer who are likely to churn in next month and initiate communication with the customers before the decision is taken.
